
Using Field Properties in 

Blaise 5
“Beneath Blaise 5, we find the FieldProperty … and beneath the FieldProperty

we find … the … data.”



What are FieldProperties
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 Uses for FieldProperties



What do fieldproperties do?

 Field properties allow us to store additional information about fields in a 

survey instrument without needing to add additional fields.

 We use fieldproperties to tell us about:

 Remark – users can comment on unusual values or events related to a question.

 OriginalValue –store what the value was when it first was completed. This allows 

our editors to make updates but they can get back to the original in the event 

they made a mistake.

 OverlayValue – Periodically, we have records that are completed via multiple 

methods (e.g. phone and mail). OverlayValue allows our editors to see what the 

overlay value is compared to what is in the field currently.



Setup of FieldProperties

 Fieldproperties is a 

new section in B5 

that allows more 

versatility than B4 remarks. 

 The Remark fieldproperty allows for a remark/comment system similar to B4 

and has some features built in the software by default.

 We added two additional fieldproperties – OriginalValue and OverlayValue



Associated fields in the instrument

 Two new fields in our 

Instruments that get 

mapped to the BLRD

 Depending on the value in these fields, the BLRD will display 

different buttons for the user to interact with

 The buttons below appear because of these mapped fields



Populating FieldProperties

 We use Manipula to populate our fieldproperties

 At the end of a phone interview we run a manipula to set OriginalValue

 A similar manipula runs for records that are completed on paper and read 

in (review paper)

 Fieldproperties can also be set using actions in the BLRD (review SN Remark, 

Visibility examples)



Blaise 4 REMARK table

NASS uses Generic InDepth

data storage for Blaise 4.

Data are stored in MySQL … 

currently.

Note:  At this point, we were 

only dealing with handling 

remarks.

Enter Blaise 5 … 



Blaise 5 … FieldProperty table



Blaise 5 Blaise_Case
From Blaise_Case, we obtain the KeyValue …



Blaise 5 Blaise_ID
From Blaise_ID, we obtain the associated FieldTag …



Blaise 5 view(s)
 The Blaise 5 FieldProperty table holds all of this information but in order to 

harness this information, we needed to translate to NASS.



FieldProperty uses in edit

 By editing the field pane templates in the BLRD, we provide Original and 

Overlay value in hover text.

 For the record in use, we allow users to run reports to display Original and 

Overlay values for the entire record.



Survey Level Comment Review

 r shiny application for survey level comments
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